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Summary
 Retention or loss of paralogs following duplication correlates strongly with the function of
the gene and whether the gene was duplicated by whole-genome duplication (WGD) or by
small-scale duplication. Selection on relative gene dosage (to maintain proper stoichiometry
among interacting proteins) has been invoked to explain these patterns of duplicate gene
retention and loss. In order for gene dosage to be visible to natural selection, there must nec-
essarily be a correlation between gene copy number and gene expression level (transcript
abundance), but this has rarely been examined.
 We used RNA-Seq data from seven Glycine subgenus Glycine species (three recently
formed allotetraploids and their four diploid progenitors) to determine if expression patterns
and gene dosage responses at the level of transcription are consistent with selection on rela-
tive gene dosage.
 As predicted, metabolic pathways and gene ontologies that are putatively dosage-sensitive
based on duplication history exhibited reduced expression variance across species, and more
coordinated expression responses to recent WGD, relative to putatively dosage-insensitive
networks.
 We conclude that selection on relative dosage has played an important role in shaping gene
networks in Glycine.
Introduction
Gene duplication, whether involving individual genes or through
whole-genome duplication (WGD; polyploidy), increases genetic
complexity, and is considered a major driver of evolution (Ohno,
1970). Within a few million yr, however, most duplicated genes
are silenced and/or removed from the genome (Lynch & Conery,
2000, 2003; Otto & Whitton, 2000; Blanc & Wolfe, 2004;
Scannell et al., 2007; Moghe et al., 2014). Prevailing theories to
explain patterns of long-term retention of duplicated genes
include subfunctionalization (Force et al., 1999; Stoltzfus, 1999;
Adams et al., 2003; Innan & Kondrashov, 2010), escape from
adaptive conflict (Des Marais & Rausher, 2008), neofunctional-
ization (Hughes, 1994; Guan et al., 2007; Conant & Wolfe,
2008), selection on absolute gene dosage (Bekaert et al., 2011;
Hudson et al., 2011), and selection on relative gene dosage (the
gene balance hypothesis (GBH); Papp et al., 2003; Freeling &
Thomas, 2006; Freeling, 2009; Birchler & Veitia, 2007, 2010,
2012; Moghe et al., 2014).
Of these, only the GBH provides a clear explanation for the
inverse retention patterns commonly observed between duplicates
produced by WGD and those produced by small-scale
duplication (SSD; e.g., tandem duplicates) (Freeling, 2008, 2009;
Birchler & Veitia, 2010; Conant et al., 2014) – namely, that
classes of genes with greater retention of duplicates from WGD
than the genome-wide average tend to have fewer than average
duplicates from SSD and vice versa. Freeling’s (2009) concise
description of the GBH provides the basis for this relationship:
This hypothesis postulates that any successful genome has evolved, by
many stepwise positive selections, an optimum balance (ratio) of gene
products binding with one another to make multisubunit complexes,
or, alternatively, balances of gene products involved in multiple steps in
regulatory cascades. … The more subunits per complex, or the more
steps per cascade, then the more ‘connected’ (in a network of depen-
dency) are the individual product participants. The more ‘connected’
the product, the more sensitive the phenotype is expected to be to
changes in product concentration. If the gene product’s concentration
is not optimum, as dictated by the stoichiometry of the complex or cas-
cade, then fitness is lowered and disease ensues.… Such gene product–
level changes could occur genetically via over- or underexpression
mutants, modifier mutants, and, of course, duplications/deficiencies.
Because SSD typically affects only a single gene, it introduces
an imbalance relative to the other genes in a network or complex.
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WGD, on the other hand, duplicates every gene simultaneously,
maintaining balance at the level of genes. The GBH, therefore,
predicts that gene duplicates from WGD will tend to be retained,
and paralogs produced by SSDs will tend to be removed, by
selection to preserve balance for ‘connected’ genes (Papp et al.,
2003; Thomas et al., 2006; Hakes et al., 2007; Freeling, 2009;
Birchler & Veitia, 2012; Moghe et al., 2014). The expected over-
retention of paralog pairs, following WGD, in gene ontology
(GO) terms and networks populated with genes encoding mem-
bers of connected proteins has been observed in several pale-
opolyploids, including yeast (Papp et al., 2003; Davis & Petrov,
2005; Conant, 2014), Arabidopsis (Cannon et al., 2004; Seoighe
& Gehring, 2004; Maere et al., 2005; Freeling & Thomas, 2006;
Freeling, 2008, 2009), poplar (Freeling, 2008), rice (Tian et al.,
2005; Wu et al., 2008) and soybean (Coate et al., 2011; Coate &
Doyle, 2013). Conversely, GO terms and networks dominated
by genes with both paralogs retained following SSD include
fewer protein interactions and fewer core regulatory functions
than do genes retaining both copies (homoeologs) following
WGD (Maere et al., 2005; Freeling, 2009). Consistent with
genomic observations, heterozygous mutations cause greater
reductions in fitness if they affect genes that function in com-
plexes than if they affect genes that do not (Papp et al., 2003).
Consequently, although other mechanisms have undoubtedly
been important in the preservation of some paralogs (Conant,
2014), selection on relative dosage is widely considered to explain
much of the evolutionary history of duplicated genes (Freeling,
2009).
Because the GBH accounts for patterns of gene retention by
postulating effects of gene copy number on protein stoichiome-
try, there must be a strong positive correlation between gene
dosage and protein amount. This, in turn, requires that transcript
abundance must increase with gene dosage in order to increase
protein abundance. This leads to a prediction of the GBH at the
transcriptional level: every gene in a dosage-sensitive network or
complex should exhibit a similar transcriptional response to the
change in dosage, regardless of the level of transcription in the
initial, preduplication condition. If not, even ‘balanced’ duplica-
tions (e.g. WGD) would alter protein stoichiometry. This predic-
tion has not been tested directly, and so the extent to which
expression patterns are consistent with duplication-based infer-
ences of selection on gene dosage remains an open question. A
second currently untested expectation of the GBH is that tran-
script abundances among individuals of the same species should
be more similar for an orthologous gene that is part of a dosage-
sensitive network or complex than for a gene in an insensitive
network or complex. This is because gene flow will bring
together, in different individuals, different combinations of alle-
les for genes belonging to a given network or complex. If allelic
expression variance is high across genes in the network or com-
plex, then stoichiometry will be disrupted in combinations
involving a high-expressing allele for one gene and a low-
expressing allele for a second gene. Assuming that expression
levels within networks and protein complexes are evolutionarily
conservative, this expectation can be extended to different species
as well.
One reason for the lack of studies examining the relationship
between duplication history and gene dosage responses is that
genome-wide patterns of duplicate retention and loss take mil-
lions of yr to emerge (Lynch & Conery, 2000, 2003). Conse-
quently, studies that have examined these patterns have relied on
ancient polyploids (e.g. Arabidopsis), for which diploid progeni-
tors are unknown or extinct. As a result, there is no diploid base-
line to which expression patterns in the polyploids can be
compared.
The plant genus Glycine affords a solution to this problem.
The ancestor of the entire genus experienced a polyploidy event
c. 5–13 million yr ago (Ma; Schlueter et al., 2004; Schmutz et al.,
2010; Doyle & Egan, 2010; Coate et al., 2011; Fig. 1). Patterns
of gene retention and loss from this ancient duplication are
apparent in the sequenced genome of soybean (G. max; Schmutz
et al., 2010; Du et al., 2012). A subsequent burst of genome
duplication occurred in the subgenus Glycine within the last
500 000 yr (Bombarely et al., 2014), producing an extensive and
well-studied polyploid complex (reviewed in Doyle et al., 2004;
Sherman-Broyles et al., 2014). This complex includes eight
allopolyploid species (2n = 78, 80) and one autopolyploid species
(Glycine hirticaulis; 2n = 80), derived from various combinations
of diploid (2n = 38, 40) genomes. Thus, expression profiles can
be compared across multiple species sharing the same history of
ancient genome duplication, and expression responses to recent
WGD can be quantified by comparing the subgenus Glycine
polyploids to their extant diploid progenitors. This affords the
opportunity to assess if expression patterns in the short term and
duplicate gene retention patterns in the long term are both con-
sistent with selection on gene dosage, and to do so across what
are, effectively, biological replicates of WGD.
Using the same approach as in previous studies in Arabidopsis
(Seoighe & Gehring, 2004; Maere et al., 2005; Freeling &
Thomas, 2006), we assess metabolic networks and gene
WGD
G. max
A
D4
D1
D3
T5
T2
T1
A (~5–13 Ma) ~0.5 Ma
Subg. Soja
Subg. Glycine
~5 Ma
~3.9 Ma
~1.7 Ma
Fig. 1 The Glycine study system. The genus Glycine includes the
cultivated soybean (G. max) in subgenus (subg.) Soja, as well as over 26
perennial species classified in subg. Glycine. All of these species share an
ancient whole genome duplication event, designated ‘A’ (Coate et al.,
2011), c. 5–13million yr ago (Ma), but are fully diploidized, with disomic
segregation and bivalent formation. Within subg. Glycine, several
additional independent allopolyploidy events have occurred within the last
c. 0.5 Myr. The figure shows the diploid species combinations that gave
rise to the three allotetraploids (T1, T2 and T5) that were used in this
study. Polyploidy events are designated by red circles. Estimated
divergence dates are from Bombarely et al. (2014).
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ontologies in cultivated soybean for the degree to which they are
populated by genes retaining duplicates produced by WGD vs
SSD, thus identifying those hypothesized to be under selection
for relative gene dosage. We then analyze RNA-Seq data for three
neoallopolyploid Glycine species (termed T1, T2 and T5) and
their four diploid progenitors (A, D1, D3 and D4; Fig. 1) to
quantify expression patterns, and expression responses to WGD
in three independent polyploid lineages.
We test the two corollaries of the GBH stated earlier: that
dosage-sensitive metabolic networks and gene ontologies should
exhibit coordinated expression responses to WGD, resulting
in lower variance in transcript abundances across members than
in dosage-insensitive networks and ontologies; and that genes in
dosage-sensitive metabolic networks or gene ontologies should
exhibit less variation in expression level across individuals within
and between species than do genes that are dosage-insensitive.
Our results show that metabolic networks and gene ontologies
with duplication histories indicative of relative dosage sensitivity
do, in fact, exhibit expression responses consistent with selection
on relative gene dosage. We conclude, therefore, that selection on
relative dosage plays a pervasive role in shaping observed patterns
of duplicate gene fractionation following WGD and SSD.
Materials and Methods
Duplication history in the soybean (G. max) genome
Syntenic blocks in soybean and the duplicated genes therein were
downloaded from the Plant Genome Duplication Database
(http://chibba.agtec.uga.edu/duplication/; Lee et al., 2013).
Blocks with mean Ks ≤ 0.40 were assigned to the A WGD
(5–13Ma), and blocks with Ks ≥ 0.40 and ≤ 1.2 were assigned to
the B WGD (c. 54 Ma). Genes located in syntenic blocks that
lacked a duplicate were designated as singletons for the corre-
sponding duplication event. Tandem duplicates in soybean were
downloaded from CoGe (https://genomevolution.org/CoGe/;
Lyons & Freeling, 2008).
Gene expression analyses in perennial soybean (Glycine
subgenus Glycine)
Leaf transcriptomes of three Glycine subgenus Glycine allote-
traploid species (G. dolichocarpa (T2), G. tomentella T1 (T1) and
G. tomentella T5 (T5)) and their diploid progenitor species
(G. clandestina (A), G. tomentella D1 (D1), G. tomentella D3
(D3), and G. syndetika (D4)) were profiled by RNA-Seq (Illu-
mina, San Diego, CA, USA). For each species, two to five acces-
sions (seed descended by selfing from wild-collected individuals)
from the CSIRO Division of Plant Industry Perennial Glycine
Germplasm Collection were sequenced and treated as biological
replicates for the species. For each accession, leaflets were pooled
from six individuals. Plant growth, tissue collection, RNA extrac-
tion, RNA-Seq library construction, read processing, and read
mapping were all performed as previously described (Bombarely
et al., 2014). Reads were mapped to the soybean (G. max)
reference genome (assembly Glyma1; http://phytozome.net/
soybean.php; Schmutz et al., 2010), and read counts per gene
model (v.1.1 gene set) were determined with HTSEQ (Anders
et al., 2015) using the ‘–m intersection-noempty’ setting. All
accessions in Bombarely et al. (2014) were included in the present
study, with the exceptions of the synthetic tetraploid, A58-1, and
its diploid parent (G. canescens G1232). For each gene model in
soybean, the expression (reads per kilobase per million reads;
RPKM) for a given species was calculated as the average of
expression estimates across accessions in that species. Only genes
with average expression per species > 1 RPKM were used in sub-
sequent analyses. This cutoff was used to avoid cases where poly-
ploid response variance (PRV) was artificially inflated as a result
of very small RPKM values in the polyploid or its diploid pro-
genitors. Of 54 175 gene models in the soybean reference
genome, we obtained average expression estimates ≥ 1 RPKM for
between 24 862 and 27 908 genes per species. An additional
11 702–14 242 genes were expressed at < 1 RPKM and where
thus excluded from further analysis.
Gene ontology annotations for soybean gene models (v.1.1)
were obtained from the G. max gene annotation file
(Gmax_189_annotation_info.txt) file at Phytozome (http://
genome.jgi.doe.gov/pages/dynamicOrganismDownload.jsf?organism=
PhytozomeV9). Soybean metabolic networks (SOYCYC 5.0) were
downloaded from the Plant Metabolic Network (Plant Metabolic
Network, 2014; http://www.plantcyc.org/). Only GO terms with
≥ 20 genes, and metabolic networks with ≥ five genes were
included in subsequent analyses. Where specified, GO terms were
filtered using REVIGO (Supek et al., 2011) to retain a single repre-
sentative from GO terms with high semantic similarity (terms
with largely overlapping gene sets). Filtering was performed using
the whole UniProt database, the SIMREL semantic similarity mea-
sure, and an allowed similarity of ‘small (0.5)’.
Results
Using data from the Plant Genome Duplication Database
(http://chibba.agtec.uga.edu/duplication/; Lee et al., 2013) and
from CoGe (https://genomevolution.org/CoGe/; Lyons & Freel-
ing, 2008), we categorized genes in the soybean genome as either
singletons or duplicates from the A WGD (5–13Ma; Coate
et al., 2011; Fig. 1), and as being tandemly duplicated or not (see
the Materials and Methods section). We then examined whether
functionally related genes (gene ontologies or SOYCYC metabolic
networks; Plant Metabolic Network, 2014) exhibited an inverse
relationship between the retention of paralogs produced by
tandem duplication and those produced by WGD (high reten-
tion of duplicates from one duplication mechanism correlated
with low retention of duplicate from the other). As predicted by
the GBH and observed in Arabidopsis (Freeling, 2009), we
observed an inverse relationship between retention of tandem
duplicates and WGD duplicates (homoeologs), both for GO
terms and for metabolic networks (linear regression for GO
terms, slope =0.971, R2 = 0.5334, F = 296.1, df = 1 and 259,
P < 1016; linear regression for metabolic networks,
slope =0.939, R2 = 0.5525, F = 435.9, df = 1 and 353,
P < 1016; Fig. 2a,b). The pattern observed for GO terms
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persisted if the GO terms were first filtered based on semantic
similarity (Supek et al., 2011) to retain only a single representa-
tive from among those that are highly redundant (Supporting
Information Fig. S1a).
If this reciprocal pattern is, in fact, driven by differences in
dosage sensitivity, metabolic networks or GO terms with high
WGD retention and low tandem retention (data points in the
lower right corner of Fig. 2a,b) should be the most dosage-
sensitive, whereas networks or GO terms with the opposite pat-
tern (data points in the upper left, Fig. 2a,b) should be the least
dosage-insensitive. We next examined if expression patterns
within the gene groupings at each end of this spectrum were con-
sistent with this inference.
Genes in putatively dosage-sensitive gene networks/
ontology terms exhibit more coordinated expression
responses to WGD than do genes in dosage-insensitive
networks
If a functional class of genes (e.g. a GO) is dosage-sensitive, genes
included in the term should also exhibit more highly coordinated
expression responses to WGD than do genes in dosage-insensitive
networks. To examine if this is generally true, we first divided
GO terms and metabolic networks into two classes, those with
lower than median WGD retention and higher than median
tandem duplication (hereafter referred to as class I; yellow data
points in Fig. 3a) and those with higher than median WGD
retention and lower than median tandem retention (class II; blue
data points in Fig. 3a). To assess degree of coordination in
expression response to polyploidy, we utilized RNA-Seq data
from three Glycine subgenus Glycine allotetraploid species and
their four diploid progenitors (Fig. 1). To quantify the degree of
coordination in polyploid expression responses among genes of a
GO term or metabolic network, we divided polyploid expression
by midparent diploid expression to determine fold-change in
response to polyploidy for each gene (Fig. 3b). We then calcu-
lated the standard deviation of fold-changes for all genes in a
given GO term or metabolic network (the PRV; Fig. 3b). As
illustrated in Fig. 3(b), the PRV of a network is a measure of the
degree to which the polyploid expression responses of genes
within a network are correlated (low PRV indicates strong
coordination of expression responses among genes, and a large
PRV indicates weak coordination of expression responses).
As predicted, we observed significantly lower PRV for class II
GO terms than for class I GO terms in all three polyploids
(Fig. 3c–e; Table 1). This held true after filtering out redundant
GO terms using REVIGO (Fig. S1b; Table S1). We observed the
same relationship for metabolic networks (Fig. S2; Table S2).
It should be noted that because we used median values of
WGD retention and tandem duplication (0.87 and 0.07, respec-
tively) as cutoffs for assigning GO terms and metabolic networks
to duplication classes, some gene groups were assigned to differ-
ent classes despite having nearly identical duplication histories
(groups near the median values; Fig. 3a). For example, the GO
term GO:0015991 (ATP hydrolysis coupled proton transport)
has WGD retention of 88.6% and tandem duplication of 6.8%
and was therefore assigned to class II, whereas GO term
GO:0000287 (magnesium ion binding) has WGD retention of
86.7% and tandem duplication of 7.7%, and was assigned to
class I. Thus, if the two duplication classes reflect degree of
dosage sensitivity, it is likely that some GO terms or networks
assigned to different classes have effectively equivalent dosage
sensitivities, obscuring differences between the two classes. This
makes the fact that there are significant differences in PRV
between the two classes particularly noteworthy.
To mitigate this potential problem, we repeated the analysis
after redefining the two classes using more stringent criteria, as
follows. To be assigned to class I, a GO term had to have WGD
retention in the first quartile of values (≤ 0.81), as well as tandem
duplication in the third quartile of values (≥ 0.15), for all GO
terms. Conversely, to be assigned to class II, a GO term had to
have WGD retention in the third quartile of values (≥ 0.92), as
well as tandem duplication in the first quartile of values (≤ 0.03),
for all GO terms. Using these criteria, there was a clear disjunc-
tion between the two duplication classes (Fig. S3a), leaving 37
class II GO terms and 46 class I GO terms. As expected, with
these criteria, PRV was again significantly lower for class II GO
terms than for class I GO terms, and the differences in PRV were
larger than in the less stringent analysis (Fig. S3b–d; Table S3).
The negative linear relationship between WGD and tandem
retention observed for GO terms and metabolic networks
(Fig. 2a,b) suggests that dosage sensitivity could be a
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Fig. 2 Retention of paralogs from tandem duplication vs from whole-genome duplication (WGD). (a) Gene ontology terms (GO; terms with 20 or more
genes). (b) Metabolic networks (SOYCYC; networks with five or more genes). Each circle represents a distinct GO term or metabolic network. The y-axis is
the fraction of genes comprising that term that have a tandem duplicate in soybean. The x-axis is the fraction of genes comprising that term that have a
duplicate in soybean from the AWGD event (5–13 million yr ago (Ma)). Dotted lines are trend lines.
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quantitative trait (i.e. there is continuous variation in the
extent of dosage sensitivity) rather than a qualitative trait (i.e.
GO terms and metabolic networks are either dosage-sensitive
or not). Thus, in addition to grouping GO terms into dis-
crete classes based on duplication history (I and II), we also
examined whether PRV decreases in a linear fashion as the
apparent dosage sensitivity (as indicated by duplication his-
tory) increases. To summarize apparent dosage sensitivity
based on duplication history, we calculated a putative dosage
sensitivity index (DSI) for each GO term or metabolic net-
work as follows:
WGD retention ð0 1Þ  tandem retention ð0 1Þ
Thus, the DSI ranges from 1 to 1, with higher values
indicating greater putative dosage sensitivity. We then plotted
PRV vs DSI by GO term or metabolic network for each
polyploid. As expected, we found that there was a highly sta-
tistically significant negative correlation between DSI and
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Fig. 3 Polyploid response variances (PRVs) are lower for class II gene ontology (GO) terms (putatively dosage-sensitive based on duplication history) than
for class I GO terms (putatively dosage-insensitive based on duplication history). (a) As in Fig. 2, retention of paralogs from tandem duplication vs from
whole-genome duplication (WGD) by GO term (terms with 20 or more genes) in soybean. Vertical and horizontal dotted lines indicate the median fraction
of genes with polyploid or tandem duplicates, respectively, for all included GO terms (median fraction of genes with tandem duplicates = 0.07; median
fraction of genes with A WGD duplicates = 0.87). GO terms with higher than median tandem duplication and lower than median polyploid duplication
were designated as class I (yellow circles), and GO terms with lower than median tandem duplication and higher than median polyploid duplication were
designated as class II (blue circles). (b) Variation in Glycine dolichocarpa (T2) polyploid expression response (RPKMT2/RPKMmidparent; RPKM, reads per
kilobase per million reads) by gene for representative class I and class II GO terms (class I, response to biotic stimulus (GO:0009607); class II, protein
phosphatase type 2A complex (GO:0000159)). Each bar represents fold-change in expression in T2 relative to the midparent diploid expression level
(RPKMT2/RPKMmidparent; log2 scale). PRV was calculated as the standard deviation of fold-change values for all genes in the GO term. (c) PRV by class in
Glycine tomentella T1 (T1). (d) PRV by class in G. dolichocarpa (T2). (e) PRV by class in G. tomentella T5 (T5). In (c) and (d) boxplots represent the
median (horizontal line inside the box), the first and thirst quartiles (1Q and 3Q; lower and upper box edges, respectively), the larger of the minimum value
and 1Q – 1.59 the interquartile range (IQR) (lower whisker), and the smaller of the maximum value and 3Q + 1.59 IQR (upper whisker).
Table 1 Summary statistics from Kruskal–Wallis tests of polyploid response
variance (PRV) vs duplication class for all gene ontology (GO) terms with
≥ 20 genes expressed at ≥ 1 read per kilobase per million reads in three
Glycine subgenus Glycine tetraploids (G. tomentella T1 (T1),
G. dolichocarpa (T2), and G. tomentella T5 (T5))
Species
Median PRV
Χ2 df P-valueClass II Class I
T1 0.28 0.42 32.4 1 1.39 108
T2 0.26 0.40 42.1 1 8.69 1011
T5 0.32 0.45 38.4 1 5.79 1010
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PRV, for both GO terms and metabolic networks (Table S4;
Fig. S4).
Putatively dosage-sensitive gene networks/ontology terms
exhibit lower average expression level variation within and
between species than do dosage-insensitive networks
As already explained, if a functional class of genes (e.g. a GO) is
dosage-sensitive, a given gene included in the term should exhibit
smaller variation in transcript abundance within species (among
alleles) and across species (among orthologs), compared with
genes in networks that are dosage-insensitive. To examine if this
is generally true, we examined if class II GO terms and metabolic
networks exhibit smaller variation in transcript abundance com-
pared with class I GO terms and metabolic networks. To summa-
rize variation in transcript abundance, we calculated the
coefficient of variation (CV) for expression levels among acces-
sions within species, and among average expression levels across
species for each gene (Fig. 4a). We then averaged expression CVs
(‘expression variance’ or EV) by GO term or metabolic network.
As predicted, using the low-stringency cutoffs for assignment to
duplication classes, class II GO terms have lower median EV than
do class I GO terms (Fig. 4b–i). This pattern was consistent and
significant in all seven species as well as across species (Table 2),
and persisted after filtering out redundant GO terms using
REVIGO (Fig. S1c; Table S5). We observed the same pattern when
grouping by SOYCYC metabolic network, with class II networks
again having significantly lower EV than do class I networks in
all seven species as well as across species (Fig. S5; Table S6). As
with PRV, we also repeated the EV analysis for GO terms using
stringent cutoffs for assignment to duplication class (Fig. S6;
Table S7), and by regressing EV vs DSI (Fig. S7; Table S8). As
with PRV, EV was again significantly lower for class II GO terms
than for class I GO terms using stringent cutoffs, with the differ-
ences in EV being larger than in the less stringent analysis. Simi-
larly, we found a significant negative correlation between EV and
DSI for both GO terms and metabolic networks (Table S8,
Fig. S7).
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Fig. 4 Expression variances (EVs) are lower for class II gene ontology (GO) terms (putatively dosage-sensitive based on duplication history) than for class I
GO terms (putatively dosage-insensitive based on duplication history). (a) Variation in expression levels by accession examples of class I and class II GO
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average. The coefficient of variation (CV) was calculated for each gene, and EV is equal to the average CV for all genes in the GO term. In the subsequent
panels, the distribution of expression variances is shown by class in: (b) G. clandestina (A) diploids (n = 3); (c) G. tomentella D1 (D1) diploids (n = 4): (d)
G. tomentella D3 (D3) diploids (n = 4); (e) G. syndetika (D4) diploids (n = 3); (f) G. tomentella T1 (T1) tetraploids (n = 4); (g) G. dolichocarpa (T2)
tetraploids (n = 5); (h) G. tomentalla T5 (T5) tetraploids (n = 2); and (i) across Glycine subgenus Glycine species (n = 7). In (b)–(i), boxplots represent the
median (horizontal line inside the box), the first and third quartiles (1Q and 3Q; lower and upper box edges, respectively), the larger of the minimum value
and 1Q – 1.59 the interquartile range (IQR) (lower whisker), and the smaller of the maximum value and 3Q + 1.59 IQR (upper whisker).
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Expression patterns provide useful criteria for identifying
gene networks whose evolution was shaped by selection
on relative gene dosage
The preceding analyses showed that genes in GO terms and
metabolic networks predicted to be dosage-sensitive based on
duplication history (class II) tend to have lower EVs and PRVs
than do genes in GO terms or metabolic networks that do not
appear to be dosage-sensitive based on duplication history (class
I). This supports the hypothesis that duplication histories are
indeed generally indicative of dosage sensitivity. Nonetheless,
some class II gene groupings exhibited EVs and/or PRVs similar
to class I groupings (Fig. 5a). We reasoned that some gene group-
ings may have duplication histories indicative of dosage sensitiv-
ity as a result of chance or other, unidentified evolutionary
processes, and that by combining evidence from both duplication
history and gene expression response (EV and PRV), we should
be able to refine the set of GO terms and metabolic networks that
are in fact dosage-sensitive.
Of the 93 class II GO terms, EV was less than the median EV
for class I GO terms in all seven species and across species, and thus
consistent with dosage sensitivity, for 56 terms (59%). Similarly,
PRV was consistent with dosage sensitivity in all three polyploids
for 58 terms (62%). Overall, 70 of 93 terms that were putatively
dosage-sensitive based on duplication history also had at least one
expression-based metric consistent with dosage sensitivity (75%),
and 44 out of 93 (47%) were dosage-sensitive based on both
expression-based metrics in all seven species (Fig. 5b; Table S9).
Among the 44 GO terms with consistent duplication- and
expression-based support for dosage sensitivity (Table S9) there
are several terms that have been previously characterized as
dosage-sensitive in Arabidopsis based on duplication history
alone. These include terms related to protein modification
(GO:0000159, GO:0008601, GO:0016301, GO:0006457,
GO:0051082), ubiquitination (GO:0006511, GO:0004221),
nucleic acid binding (GO:0003676), oxygen evolving complex
(GO:0009654), and motors (GO:0003774) (Blanc & Wolfe,
2004; Seoighe & Gehring, 2004; Maere et al., 2005; Li et al.,
2016). Conversely, among the class I GO terms with expression-
based metrics consistent with a lack of dosage sensitivity are sev-
eral terms that have been characterized as dosage-insensitive in
Arabidopsis (Blanc & Wolfe, 2004; Maere et al., 2005),
Table 2 Summary statistics from Kruskal–Wallis tests of expression
variance vs duplication class for all gene ontology (GO) terms with ≥ 20
genes expressed at ≥ 1 read per kilobase per million reads within and
among seven species of Glycine subgenus Glycine (G. clandestina (A),
G. tomentella D1 (D1), G. tomentella D3 (D3), G. syndetika (D4),
G. tomentella T1 (T1), G. dolichocarpa (T2) and G. tomentella T5 (T5))
Species*
Median EV
Χ2 df P-valueClass II Class I
A 0.32 0.42 178.6 1 3.19 1012
D1 0.30 0.41 137.4 1 7.19 1014
D3 0.58 0.64 115.9 1 7.39 1011
D4 0.28 0.36 238.4 1 1.89 1015
T1 0.28 0.37 193.0 1 2.89 1015
T2 0.37 0.43 174.9 1 3.69 1011
T5 0.23 0.28 100.9 1 8.59 108
Cross-species 0.32 0.39 95.34 1 8.99 1014
*Statistics are reported for median expression variance (coefficient of
variation) among individuals within species (A, D1, D3, D4, T1, T2 and
T5), and among species (cross-species).
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Fig. 5 Evidence supporting dosage sensitivity
for gene ontology (GO) terms. (a) A
representative distribution of expression
variances (EVs) or polyploid response
variances (PRVs) by duplication class. Dashed
lines indicate the median values for class I
(blue) and class II (yellow). Class II GO terms
with EV or PRV less than the median value
for class I are shown in green. Class II GO
terms with EV or PRV values greater than the
median value for class I are shown in blue.
Class I GO terms with EV or PRV greater
than the class II median are shown in gray.
Class I GO terms with EV or PRV less than
the median value for class II are shown in
yellow. (b) Venn diagram of counts of GO
terms that were designated as dosage-
sensitive according to the above criteria
within and across all seven species
(G. clandestina (A), G. tomentella D1 (D1),
G. tomentella D3 (D3), G. syndetika (D4),
G. tomentella T1 (T1), G. dolichocarpa (T2)
and G. tomentella T5 (T5)).
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including terms related to defense (GO:0006952), lipid
metabolism (GO:0006629), electron transport (GO:0009055),
or, in a multi-species analysis of core eukaryotic gene families (Li
et al., 2016), terms related to translation and ribosomes
(GO:0006412, GO:0042254, GO:0005840). The fact that our
expression-based metrics characterize GO terms as dosage-
sensitive or -insensitive in a way that is generally consistent with
previous studies lends support to the conclusion that these met-
rics are, in fact, useful indicators of dosage sensitivity.
Additionally, several GO terms that appeared to be dosage-
sensitive based on duplication history but not based on EV or
PRV in Glycine (Fig. 5a,b; Table S9) have been previously charac-
terized as dosage-insensitive based on duplication history (Blanc
& Wolfe, 2004; Maere et al., 2005; Li et al., 2016). These
included terms related to stress response (GO:0006950), and
response to external stimulus (GO:0009416). These terms may
exhibit duplication histories suggestive of dosage sensitivity
because of chance or other historical contingency rather than
because of selection on relative gene dosage. For example, such
genes may have high levels of WGD retention because they are
amenable to sub- or neofunctionalization. Note, however, that
this would not explain why these genes also exhibit low levels of
tandem duplication.
Alternatively, artifacts of automated annotation could result in
misleading duplication histories for some GO terms. Genes
involved in GO terms, such as those relating to stress responses,
probably comprise a mix of rapidly evolving genes (e.g.defense-
related genes) and conserved genes (e.g. core transcription
factors). GO annotations in soybean were assigned based on
homology searches using interpro2go (http://genome.jgi.doe.-
gov/PhytozomeV9/download/_JAMO/52b9c79e166e730e43a34e-
f9/Gmax_189_readme.txt?requestTime=1464890800), which
could have resulted in an enrichment of highly conserved genes
and under-representation of rapidly evolving genes. If the con-
served genes are dosage-sensitive and the rapidly evolving genes
are not, this would have the effect of elevating the apparent
dosage sensitivity, as inferred by duplication history, for the GO
term as a whole.
Conversely, we identified several GO terms that do not appear
to be dosage-sensitive based on duplication history but whose
expression-based metrics are indicative of dosage sensitivity
(Fig. 5a,b; Table S9). Notably, several of these terms include
genes whose products function in complexes, and that have previ-
ously been identified as dosage-sensitive in Arabidopsis (Blanc &
Wolfe, 2004; Seoighe & Gehring, 2004; Maere et al., 2005;
Freeling, 2009). These include the terms ‘signal transduction’
(GO:0007165) and ‘protein serine/threonine kinase activity’
(GO:0004674). This further suggests that duplication history
alone may present a misleading picture of dosage sensitivity, and
that expression-based metrics are useful to refine and/or validate
the extent to which a class of genes is truly dosage-sensitive.
Discussion
Several lines of evidence lend compelling support for the GBH,
which, in turn, provides a plausible explanation – selection on
relative gene dosage – for the nonrandom patterns of gene dupli-
cate retention and loss observed in ancient polyploids (Papp
et al., 2003; Cannon et al., 2004; Seoighe & Gehring, 2004;
Davis & Petrov, 2005; Maere et al., 2005; Tian et al., 2005;
Freeling & Thomas, 2006; Freeling, 2008, 2009; Wu et al.,
2008; Coate et al., 2011; Conant, 2014). However, a critical
assumption underlying this hypothesis – namely that there is a
tight correlation among gene dosage, transcript abundance and
protein abundance (Coate & Doyle, 2010, 2015) – had not been
widely tested. If there is a disconnect between gene copy number
and transcript abundance, then unbalanced duplications in
dosage-sensitive networks would be invisible to selection on rela-
tive dosage. Moreover, if the dosage responses of individual genes
within a network are uncoordinated, then protein stoichiometry
could be disrupted by WGD even though relative gene dosage is
preserved.
In yeast, knocking out one of two alleles caused a 50% reduc-
tion in protein abundance for 80% of the 730 genes examined
(Springer et al., 2010), and only 3% of genes exhibited complete
or near-complete dosage compensation. This suggests that, in
yeast, gene expression is generally well coupled to gene dosage, at
least in the case of allelic deletions. It is unclear, however, to what
extent this holds true in other taxa, or in response to gene or
genome duplications. In Drosophila melanogaster, for example,
79% of 207 copy number variants showed no change in gene
expression (Zhou et al., 2011). In plants, a wide range of dosage
responses has been observed in response to aneuploidy (Guo &
Birchler, 1994) and WGD (Guo et al., 1996; Coate & Doyle,
2010). For example, 25% of 15 761 genes assayed were dosage-
compensated or showed negative dosage effects, and another 7%
exhibited > 1 : 1 dosage effects, following WGD in one of the
subgenus Glycine allotetraploids used in the present study (T2;
Coate & Doyle, 2010). This variation in dosage responses means
that duplication history alone is inadequate to identify genes
under selection for relative gene dosage, and raises the possibility
that observed patterns of retention and loss are shaped by factors
other than selection on relative gene dosage.
Despite the large range of gene dosage responses that have been
observed in one of the polyploids studied here (T2; Coate &
Doyle, 2010, 2015), we found that expression-based metrics of
dosage sensitivity (EV and PRV) were correlated significantly
with duplication-based metrics of dosage sensitivity. Thus, in
addition to duplication histories, we have demonstrated that
expression patterns are generally consistent with dosage sensitiv-
ity, adding a new layer of support for the hypothesis that selec-
tion on relative dosage drives the observed patterns of gene
duplication and loss. In fact, the strength of expression-level sup-
port for selection on relative gene dosage is somewhat surprising,
given the fact that we were comparing expression-based metrics
of dosage sensitivity from recent WGDs (< 1 Ma) with duplica-
tion-based metrics from a much older WGD (5–13 Ma). Schn-
able et al. (2012) found that genes retained in duplicate from one
WGD have only a 50% chance of retaining duplicates from sub-
sequent WGDs. This emphasizes the point that duplication his-
tory may be shaped by chance as well as by selection, and also the
fact that any given gene may be under selection for gene dosage
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at one point in its evolutionary history but released from these
constraints at other times (Schnable et al., 2012; Conant et al.,
2014).
Furthermore, the majority of genes (c. 70%) from the A
WGD event in soybean are still retained in duplicate, which is
considerably more than are retained following polyploidy events
of similar ages in maize (Schnable et al., 2009) or Brassica rapa
(Wang et al., 2011). This could suggest that neutral gene losses
are ongoing in soybean and that not all of the homoeologs that
have persisted in duplicate are being retained by selection. This
would tend to obscure the duplication-based signal of dosage sen-
sitivity (Li et al., 2016). In other words, some dosage-insensitive
GO terms and metabolic networks were probably assigned to
class II by virtue of not having sufficient time to lose WGD
duplicates. The inclusion of dosage-insensitive GO terms and/or
networks in class II would reduce any actual differences between
class I and class II genes in terms of expression variance or poly-
ploid response variance.
Conversely, the recent polyploidy events in subgenus Glycine
are estimated to have occurred as much as 0.5 Ma (Bombarely
et al., 2014), and the diploid species diverged from each other as
much as 5 Ma. Dosage constraints are believed to be gradually
circumvented over time (Coate et al., 2011; Schnable et al., 2012;
Conant et al., 2014; Li et al., 2016), which may have released
constraints on cross-species EV and/or PRV for some dosage-
sensitive GO terms or metabolic networks in our system.
Finally, gene functional annotations are sometimes incorrect
(Yon Rhee et al., 2008; Coate et al., 2011). As a result, some
metabolic networks or GO terms are ‘contaminated’ by incor-
rectly annotated genes that may have different dosage sensitivities
than those of the genes that have been correctly assigned.
Consequently, for all of these reasons, our expression-based
tests of selection on gene dosage should be viewed as quite con-
servative, and the fact that we still observe clear patterns of
expression consistent with dosage sensitivity further suggests that
selection on relative dosage has a strong and persistent influence
on duplicate gene evolution.
Nonetheless, although expression patterns (EV and PRV) gen-
erally correlate with duplication patterns as predicted under the
GBH, there are exceptions, and this emphasizes the point that
some dosage-insensitive gene networks may exhibit duplication
histories suggestive of dosage sensitivity, and vice versa, as a result
of chance or other historical contingencies, or because there has
simply not been sufficient time for differences in selection to
resolve themselves at the level of duplication history. In this
regard, expression-based metrics of dosage sensitivity (e.g., EV
and PRV) could potentially be used to infer dosage sensitivity
even in very recent polyploids whose genomes have experienced
little or no fractionation subsequent to the duplication event.
Similarly, some gene networks may be dosage-sensitive at the
protein level (i.e. under selection to maintain protein stoichiome-
try), but because protein dosage is decoupled from gene dosage,
they are not sensitive to gene dosage (Moghe et al., 2014). For a
given protein complex or network, different taxa could maintain
protein balance via different mechanisms (e.g. by maintaining
balance in gene dosage or by transcriptional, post-transcriptional,
or post-translational regulation). This could explain why many
GO classes seem to exhibit lineage-specific differences in duplica-
tion histories (and, therefore, inferences of gene dosage sensitiv-
ity; Barker et al., 2008; Carretero-Paulet & Fares, 2012; Li et al.,
2016). For example, Barker et al. (2008) found that GO terms
that were over-retained following polyploidy in Compositae were
quite different from those over-retained following polyploidy in
Arabidopsis, and genes encoding ribosomal proteins have been
characterized as dosage-sensitive in Arabidopsis but not in poplar
or rice (Freeling, 2009) or in soybean (Table S7). In such cases
where duplication histories differ across taxa, it is difficult to
determine if this was the result of lineage-specific differences in
dosage sensitivity, or if duplication history simply failed to reflect
dosage sensitivity because of chance or other unknown forms of
selection.
By integrating expression-based metrics of dosage sensitivity
(EV and PRV) with duplication-based metrics, it should be pos-
sible to refine which gene networks have truly experienced selec-
tion for relative gene dosage. In this study, of 93 class II GO
terms, only 44 also have expression patterns (low EV and PRV)
that are uniformly consistent with dosage sensitivity (Table S7).
These include terms for proteins that are known to function in
complexes, and that have been characterized as dosage-sensitive
in previous studies, and we suggest that these represent the most
reliable circumscription of dosage-sensitive GO terms in Glycine.
Similarly, we identified several GO terms whose duplication his-
tories do not suggest dosage sensitivity (class I), but whose expres-
sion patterns are generally consistent with dosage sensitivity.
Among these GO terms are proteins that are known to function in
complexes, and that have been characterized as dosage-sensitive in
previous studies (e.g., protein kinase activity, signal transduction;
Table S7). Some of these GO terms may be populated by dosage-
sensitive genes, and represent cases in which duplication history
alone gives a misleading indication of the dosage sensitivity.
Furthermore, high-level GO terms probably lump together pro-
teins that are dosage-sensitive with others that are not. For exam-
ple, genes with signal transduction functions have been
characterized as dosage-sensitive in previous studies (Blanc &
Wolfe, 2004; Seoighe & Gehring, 2004; Maere et al., 2005), and
terms related to signal transduction were similarly dosage-sensitive
based on all metrics in our study. In contrast, one GO term related
to signal transduction (‘two-component signal transduction system
(phosphorelay)’; GO:0000160) had a duplication history in soy-
bean consistent with dosage sensitivity, but its interspecies EV and
PRV in T2 both indicated a lack of dosage sensitivity (Table S2).
Thus, classifying broad terms overall as dosage-sensitive or insensi-
tive may be an oversimplification. By combining duplication his-
tory with expression-based metrics such as EV, and PRV, we
should be able to quantify more reliably, and with greater resolu-
tion, dosage sensitivity and the extent to which selection on relative
gene dosage has determined the fate of duplicated genes.
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